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When designing a Data Mastering System (DMS), it’s all about the data. Data
comes in many shapes and forms, and within every set of data there are hidden
rules and complexities that are important to understand in order to process, store,
surface, control and use that data; its nature if you will. This is the first of three
articles about the nature of data.

Part 1. The Mutability of Data

If you were to look it up, the dictionary definition of mutability is “the liability or
tendency to change”. This is apt, as nearly all systems used in finance today
mutate data as a matter of course, and this can create several “liabilities”.

Data that is mutable can be changed, overwritten and deleted, and when this
happens, the previous version of that data is lost. Why is this a problem? Consider
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this scenario: a portfolio manager (PM) holds 1M shares of IBM, bought for $130 per
share and the share price in the system then changes to $150. The PM instructs the
trading desk to sell those equities at best market price believing that to be $150, but
the price increase was due to a market data error and in fact the market price had
decreased to $110. In the system, the $150 intraday price is corrected to $110 and is
overwritten with no record of it having been $150. How does the PM vindicate their
decision and the potential loss; how do they explain this to their clients without an
audit trail of what happened? How is the market data error investigated without
any evidence?
But no system would do this right, it seems fundamental? You would be surprised at
how many systems today overwrite intraday prices and positions!
So, what is the solution? That would be immutability, “something which cannot
change after it has been created”. Mutable data can change after a user or system
has read it, or even while they are reading it, which can cause data inconsistencies
and invalid results; it is not possible to go back to look at what the data looked like
before it was changed, and there is no history to understand what has happened in
the past. Immutable data however has many benefits; it can be copied around
without fear of those copies being out of date; two or more users or systems can
access immutable data at the same time since it is unchanging and read only; for
audit or look back purposes it can be relied upon to always be the same. It is akin to
an author who is writing a book and is half way through; the pages behind are fixed
(bar redrafts!), and can always be relied upon to be the same, whereas the pages
ahead have yet to be written, but once they are, they will also be fixed, as they
have now been added to the pages behind.
Now in reality, very little data can be considered never to change after it has been
created, and even in those cases, such as a birth date, data may have been created
incorrectly and therefore needs to be able to change in order for it to be corrected.
If this is achieved by creating a new version of the data to be changed rather than
changing it in place and consequently overwriting it, then each new data version is
immutable with the above benefits. If we take the author/book analogy again, an
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author cannot change the books already out there in the world that have been sold,
they are immutable! But an author can produce a 2nd edition of a previous work, a
new version. The 1st and 2nd editions can then be compared for differences, and to
understand the changes.
In financial systems, auditability and compliance are paramount, and inadequate
controls in these areas can potentially lead to large fines and reputational damage.
Immutable data, where nothing is ever overwritten or deleted, is a key advantage
here.
For more information about Aprexo or to arrange a demo visit www.aprexo.com or
email markus.ruetimann@aprexo.com.

